NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: EXTRUSION SEE SHEET 2 OF 2
2. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
3. CLEAR FINISH, RoHS COMPLAINT PER CST-0001, LATEST REVISION PER
   A) CHROMIUM FREE, OR
   B) TRIVALENT CHROMIUM IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-STD-5541, TYPE II, CLASSES 1A OR 3.
   SEE CST-0003 FOR TYPES OF AVAILABLE FINISHES.
4. "<>" DENOTES CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC FOR LOT INSPECTION.
5. DIMENSIONS APPLIES AT SURFACE A- (2) PL.
6. MACHINED SURFACE TO BE .010 MAX BELOW SURFACE A- (6) PL.
7. DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES ONLY.
NOTES:
1. MATL: ALUMINUM 6063-T5
2. * DENOTES DIMENSION TO THEORETICAL SHARP CORNER.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
4. RoHS COMPLIANT PER CST-0001 LATEST REVISION.
5. WORKMANSHIP STANDARDS WS-0004, WS-0006 AND WS-0007 APPLY TO THIS PART.
6. DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES ONLY.
7. SCALE 8:1

TOLERANCES ARE:

DECIMALS                     ANGLES
X.XX [X.X] = ±0.01 [0.25]     ±1°
X.XXX [X.XX] = ±0.005 [0.127]

SEE DETAIL A

PROFILE COMMON FOR
30070
30072
30074
30075

SEE DETAIL A

SCALE 8:1